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OUR NOVEMBER MEETING

Dyadic Developmental Psychology-A Dan Hughes
Attachment and Intersubjective Model with Special
Emphasis on Working with Parent Burn Out
Mervin Maier, LMFT
Whether an intern or therapist, you have probably been presented at sometime or another with a child
or teen that has been exposed to intrafamilial abuse, neglect and inadequate or unpredictable
parenting. Many of these young people exhibit oppositional-defiant behaviors, have difficulty trusting
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controlling
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pathway for them to regain
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caring and empathy for their
child as well as themselves.
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Come to our November meeting to learn more or just refresh your DDP skills. DDP (Dyadic Developmental
Psychotherapy) is a model of treatment that is consistent with the theories of attachment and intersubjectivity which
creates a safe setting to explore, resolve, and integrate a wide range of memories and emotions. Through non-verbal
and verbal attunement, reflective nonjudgmental dialogue, empathy, and plenty of reassurance the family can join with
the therapist to co-regulate affect, as well as co-construct meaning to their lives. Through this work the child's level of
trust grows, their level of attachment with caregivers expands; their shame diminishes as do their behavioral problems.
As a result, parents/caregivers feel more connected and effective.
Mervin Maier, MA, MFT has been a licensed therapist for over 34 years. He has worked in many counseling domains
including private non-profit agencies, residential treatment, and private practice. His instructional experience includes
providing workshops and trainings for parents and professionals. He has been a community college instructor and is
currently a consultant to professional groups and therapists. In his practice Mervin serves children, teens , adults and
couples. He is Humanistic/Existentially based integrating an attachment model that is both experientially and
emotionally focused. Mervin has been training with Dan Hughes since 2004 and is a "Certified Dyadic Developmental
Psychotherapy Therapist." He is currently working on certification in EFT for couples. In addition to attachment issues,
Mervin has specific expertise in trauma, anxiety, depression, DHD, learning difficulties, anger management and
spectrum disorders.
Mervin can be reached at 707-570-3940.

President’s Message
Lani Lee, LMFT
Lately I have been reflecting on the
marvel of early human development.
The way each of us begins this life: tiny
and growing rapidly, utterly dependent
on our parents or caretakers for
survival, full of feelings which we
express with pure abandon, all the while
containing the full potential of our future self. How
does our preverbal experience shape the person we
are to become? Although we rarely have memories of
this early time, it is the matrix from which we build
our sense of our self, our future relationships and the
world around us.

of sensation through somatic awareness can help
shed light on our early inner experience of the world.
The story we develop of our childhood often does not
match our felt-sense experience. The more we can
strengthen the awareness of our own felt-sense
experience of the world and learn to validate it for
ourselves, the more we can develop empathy,
understanding and acceptance for our full selves.
Otherwise we continue to segment ourselvesaccepting some parts while rejecting others. The
work of reconciling this chasm brings us closer to our
true selves.

I watch my 4 month-old son developing his template
for his future self. I witness how much he thrives on
empathy and attunement, and reflect on how others
relate to him. He receives much more reinforcement
for his smiles than his cries. Often his cries are
responded to with invalidation: “It isn’t that bad.”
“Oh, what drama!” “You don’t have to be so upset.” Or
a sarcastic “Oh, big deal.” When what he needs is
empathy and soothing- to him it is that big of a deal, it
is that bad in that moment. The socialization away
from “negative” feelings starts early!

How can we as therapists support our clients in
exploring this preverbal realm? There are many ways
to approach this within the vast field of
psychotherapy. I think whatever your primary
modality, the way back to the original template
begins with our empathic listening- our striving to
understand their experience from their perspective
and reflecting this back. In tracking of their nonverbal communication and our own felt-sense
experiences in the room we can raise awareness of a
deeper layer of communication, often finding
inconsistencies between the spoken story and the
body story. By providing them with opportunities for

How, as adults, do we become aware of this preverbal
matrix? In my own experience delving into the world
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practicing somatic awareness we can give them a
great tool for reconnecting with themselves.
As we begin to explore these tender inner realms, it is
important to take the time to build inner resources.
Here is an experiential offering to help connect with
the positive mother within: Take a bath. Submerge
yourself with your ears underwater and focus on the
sound of your breath. Listen for the sound of your
heartbeat. Feel the warm water enveloping you,
taking care of you, and soothing you. Let yourself be
rocked by these inner rhythms. Know that all you feel
makes perfect sense. Breathe into your feelings and
sensations and see if you can welcome them like an
old friend and make room for their expression.

RECAMFT TEAM
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PRESIDENT: Lani Lee 331-5246
PRESIDENT ELECT: Laura Strom 889-9168
PAST PRESIDENT: Hal Forman 829-6880
SECRETARY: Deborah Haarstad 484-7242
TREASURER: Bob Dalzell 765-1009

May you continue to develop deep love and empathy
for your inner little one.

DIRECTORS-AT-LARGE:

Lani Lee, MFT is in private practice near downtown Santa Rosa. She
helps young children through adults to build resilience, integrate
disowned aspects of the Self and access their authentic expression
though relational, client centered, mindfulness, and somatic models.
You can contact her at: 707-331-5246, or visit her website:
www.LaniLeeMFT.com

Programs: Denise Safont, Chair 792-8277
Michael Krikorian 579-0838
Doug Silberstein 583-2353
Jonathan Fox 776-7385
Kris Spangler 829-8293
Membership: Catherine Capitani 529-5529
Interns: Lee Rosenstein 530-355-1156
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Crisis Response: Margaret Newport
887-1887
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PRESIDENT LANI LEE BACK FROM MATERNITY LEAVE

STAFF
Administrative Consultant:
Pamela Ward 575-0596

ETHICS ROUNDTABLE
The Ethics Roundtable meets once each in the Fall, Winter, and
Spring. Our meetings are warm, informal and welcoming,
encouraging discussion of sometimes sticky issues. Topics may
come from our clinical practices, or be generated by other
ethical concerns brought in by one of us.
The meetings are informative, stimulating and enjoyable.
RECAMFT members are invited to attend. No ongoing
commitment is required.

Next Meeting – Friday, February ?, 2013
1:30 - 3:00 pm
More information? call Coralia Serafim at 781-0133
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recognize their anger triggers and their own
physiological and cognitive signs of anger arousal. He
teaches them how to take time outs and has them
practice this. He works with them around shame issues
which may include exploring family of origin trauma.
Joe helps clients root out and change beliefs they may
carry that support acting out in violent ways.

What You Missed
Michael Krikorian
Domestic Violence Treatment in
Individual Therapy – Presented by Joe
Petzel, MFT
Today we heard a very informative and lively
presentation by Joe Petzel, MFT on "Domestic Violence
Treatment in Individual Therapy." Joe is an experienced
therapist and former director of the Domestic Violence
Treatment Program at Family Service Agency. He is
currently in private practice in Sebastopol.
Joe began by clarifying that he does not claim to know
"the Truth," only the truth as he has come to see it. Joe
reminds us that MFT's are not mandated reporters of
DV and are, in fact, prevented from reporting incidents
of past DV due to our duty to protect confidentiality (of
course, situations that involve children, seniors or
current threats to harm others may all trigger a duty we
have to report).

JOE PETZEL LISTENING TO A MEMBER’S QUESTION

Joe clarified that the best clients for private practice DV
treatment are those with some insight, able to take
some responsibility for their behavior and have no
current drug/alcohol abuse. Those he deems too high
risk for private practice treatment are 1) aggressive
individuals who make strong use of manipulation,
denial and blaming, 2) those with a history of physical
attacks, 3) have inflicted severe injury or made threats
to the life of others, and 4) those with current
alcohol/drug abuse issues.

Joe believes that DV can be treated in private practice
through psychotherapy, contrary to the opinion of some
in the field. Joe feels that some mandated DV programs
use shaming as a tool which he finds
counterproductive. Joe did give a strong vote of
confidence to one local program, MEN, for the work
they do with men through peer groups therapy. Many
programs in the past have operated on the belief that
males who commit DV are individuals seeking power
and control over others. Joe says his own experience
shows most males committing DV are passive
individuals that, due to their difficulty with assertion,
periodically blow up and commit DV. DV can also be
committed by women and one recent study put the
incidence of female DV as occurring 52% of the time.

Joe believes the therapeutic relationship is a big part of
the healing process for individuals who have committed
DV. He cautions us to not let labels blind us to the
whole person. He sees himself as a "co-explorer" with
his DV clients to help them understand what leads them
to act out in these ways.

When Joe meets with a couple, he begins his
assessment and right away focuses on doing what is
necessary to increase each individual's safety. This
includes assessing for alcohol/drug problems, creating
safety plans for the individuals and the family and
develop boundaries and procedures for them to set
limits. Joe then works with the batterer to help them
learn to manage their anger and improve their problem
solving skills. Joe uses a combination of psychoeducation and psychotherapy to help the batterer

Thank you, Joe, for an inspired and informative
presentation today. Joe can be reached at his office at
(707) 824-4753. Joe is also available for consultation
and trainings in many subjects in addition to DV
treatment.
Michael Krikorian has been a practicing MFT for over 30
years. He works with adults, teens and couples from his
office in Santa Rosa. For more information, go to
www.mkrikorian-therapist.com
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Redemption
Redemption is giving meaning to our suffering No one
can escape suffering Those who turn a blind eye to their
suffering never become conscious human beings with some
of God’s  the Goddess’ qualities

patient! compassionate!

generous! forgiving! loving! humorous! truthful! self"aware!
modest! kind  wise
Depth psychotherapy  religious  spiritual practices help
us see  hold our  others suffering in the light of
awareness When depth psychotherapists! who know the
deep waters themselves! do the hard work of being an
enlightened witness! compassion  kindness  love arise
towards self  other This is not easy work It is easier said
than done Redemption is a way of being' a pursuit of
winnowing the wheat from the chaff
When we individually  collectively avoid owning our
suffering"" not take up the Cross! so to speak "" others in
our life! others we do not know! other life forms  the planet

Announcing Board openings for 2014

suffer When enacted collectively! this is called endless
global warfare! the Holocene Extinction! mass insanity! the

We currently are seeking candidates for several Board
positions for next year: President-elect, Treasurer, and
Intern Chair. Being on the board is a wonderful way to
get more involved in RECAMFT, to get to know more of
your colleagues, and to work with a dynamic,
committed and fun group of therapists. If you are
interested in volunteering for one of these positions, as
Hospitality Chair, or would like more information on
what these positions entail, you can contact Hal Forman
by email at hforman@sonic.net or by phone at 707-8296880, or any of the current board members, whose
phone numbers are listed in the newsletter.

Kali Yuga!  the like Some call it evil

/0102130/4

© Robert Leverant

September RECAMFT Board
Meeting Highlights
RECAMFT will be seeking to fill the board positions (see
next article.)

We’re rolling! – Announcing online
videos of our monthly Speaker
Presentations

Law and Ethics will be offered by RECAMFT on January
17, 2014 at the Agatha Furth Center.

We’re all excited about the rollout of our new online
service: video recordings of our monthly speaker
presentations. All RECAMFT members are invited to go
to our website at www.recamft.org, enter your email

The board urges members to vote for the repeal of the
2013 CAMFT bylaws. Your ballots should arrive in the
mail during the first week of November.
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and password, then click on “Members only->Speaker
Presentation Videos” on the menu items on the left side
of the page to access the videos. We currently have the
last two presentations available – “Psychology with
Latinos” with Robert Benavides, and “Domestic
Violence Assessment, Treatment and Safety” with Joe
Petzel. Joe’s excellent handouts are also available as a
PDF file. So if you missed the talks, or if you would like
to see them again, please log on and enjoy. Many
thanks to Joseph Ward who has been doing a
remarkable job of recording, editing and packaging
these talks. Thank you, Joe!

soap-opera anecdotes. (I share an omnivore’s interest in
both.) The whole range can be found online. And unlike
some theoretical models which dwell on the problem
and offer few solutions, there are as many versions of
the escape route as one could wish for.
Here’s how it works: Jane is struggling financially, and is
increasingly limited by arthritis. She wants her younger
sister Bertie to take her in. After all, Bertie has extra
bedrooms since her kids left, and her husband’s
working at a good job. And Jane always looked out for
Bertie growing up. She did her best to intervene when
Dad was drunk and mean, and helped Bertie get an
abortion when she was 16.

And if you have colleagues that have hesitated to join
RECAMFT because they can’t come to our monthly
meetings on Fridays, let them know about this new
benefit.

“Sure,” Jane thinks, “we haven’t gotten along for years,
and her husband despises me…but after all, she owes it
to me.”

Hal Forman, Past President and your new Webmaster

Without even approaching Bertie, Jane creates a Drama
Triangle within herself. The Victim says Poor me, there’s
nothing else I can do, and life’s not fair. The Persecutor:
You are so pitiful, I told you to start saving years ago,
you deserve this. And the Rescuer? Oh sweetie, it’s all
so sad, let’s go get a bottle of gin.

SO CLOSE, AND YET SO FAR: HOW
THE DRAMA TRIANGLE
PREVENTS INTIMACY AND
GROWTH

On the outside, what might happen? If Jane persists in
expecting Bertie to take her in as the only solution,
Bertie may 1) rescue her (we identify a rescue by its
accompanying resentment) and then move into the
Victim role herself, or 2) she may lecture and shame
her, taking on Persecutor mode.

By Randi Farkas, LMFT
The Drama Triangle, a descriptive model of how we can
get caught up in stale and destructive interactions with
others and within ourselves, is my “go to” visual aid for
clients. Briefly, it’s presented as a triangle with the
terms Victim, Persecutor and Rescuer on the points. A
Transactional Analysis therapist, Steve Karpman, came
up with it in 1968. I believe he captures the painful
dynamics in our clients’ lives in a way that the concept
of “codependency” doesn’t quite reach.

Or Bertie, having done her therapy over the years,
might say something like this to Jane: Jane, I love you
very much. Despite our troubles over the years, you’re
my big sister. I cannot ask you to live with me. But, I
am willing to support you in locating resources so that
you have a decent place to live, and adequate
healthcare. I know we can find something that’ll work
for you.
To Jane, Bertie’s words may very well be interpreted as
Persecution: How mean! So she’ll refuse Bertie’s offer,
and continue to sulk and drink. But Bertie’s stance is
exactly the way to remove oneself from, or refuse to be
snagged by, the DT. Setting healthy boundaries with
compassion for self and others is the way to stay off the
Triangle. (And, if Jane accepts Bertie’s help, there’s a
chance that she too can step off the Triangle and into
real life.)

We know how some clients click with an intellectual
presentation of concepts, and others go for what I call
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As therapists, we know there’s no miracle cure.
Avoiding getting hooked, especially when our client
harbors guilt, is a heroic task for them. And the pull of
the Triangle on our own Rescuer or Persecutor selves
can be daunting.

•

Simply go online to website at www.recamft.org. This
link takes you to RECAMFT’s homepage. Sign in with
your email and password (or create a password) – and
follow the prompt on the left side to “renew
membership”. Payment options include debit/credit
card or mail in payment (check payable to RECAMFT) –
mail to: RECAMFT, P.O. Box 2443, Sebastopol, CA
95473.

Since the Triangle is rich in negative cognitions, I often
use EMDR to help shift the beliefs which sabotage
healthy boundary-setting. I think the key is to use the
therapy modality that works for you and your client,
and to present the Drama Triangle as a helpful way to
heighten awareness, and energize willingness and
strength to make other choices.

Any questions, please contact Membership Chair

Obviously in this article I’m giving a snapshot of a
complex problem. But the Triangle is a ‘moveable feast’
as it were: we switch positions all the time, and the only
way off is via what will look like Persecutor to those
who need us to stay in the mix.

Cat Capitani, MFT
RECAMFT Membership Chair
membership@recamft.org

Randi Farkas can be reached at (707) 578-5321. She is
currently offering study groups on the Drama Triangle and an
ongoing support group.

TIME TO “RE-MEMBER”
Re-Member is a reminder that it is time to renew your
RECAMFT membership for 2014!
Remember there are many benefits as a member of
RECAMFT; some of the benefits are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Network with other caring professionals and be
a part of a community that connects and shares
information while having good times together!

Get all your CEUs and Law & Ethics with ease!
Access to your own online profile – with the
ability to keep your profile updated
Leadership opportunities are a great way to
serve
Monthly newsletter – accessed online or mailed
RECAMFT meetings – 2nd Fridays of each month
Excellent monthly speakers – and great snacks
Monthly speakers are being filmed and can be
accessed on the website
Keep informed via website re: matters and/or
events affecting our profession
Support for interns through monthly intern
meetings and RECAMFT’s mentoring program
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Barbara Brannon
August 14, 1944-September 19, 2013

She told me how easy it was and sent me my first email. Barbara convinced me to do an internship at
United against Sexual Assault. We also shared an
internship at A Special Place. Later, after we were
licensed, I followed her by taking a job with a program
at CARE called Kid’s Turn. It seemed like she paved the
way for me over and over.

Barbara was my friend. She was my companion, my
mentor, my inspiration.
Barbara and I met at Sonoma State University about
1996. We had each applied for their Master’s in
Counseling program and been turned down. However,
we each planned to reapply and try again. We took a
class together at SSU on Child Development with
Carolyn Sarni in hopes of entering in the program the
following fall. We became support for one another. I
remember the conversation we had when we were
facing interviews to get into the program. Then there
was the conversation after we were accepted. I think
each of us was afraid to call the other out of fear the
other might have been rejected again. We were so
happy that both of us would be entering the program in
the fall of 1997. Both in our 50’s, we did so as the oldest
members of the class.

Barbara was always the keeper of the information. Her
mind was much sharper than mine. She would recall
nearly everything that happened when we were school.
We often laughed about how I didn’t have a clue about
things that were so clearly etched in her mind.
I will miss Barbara. She shared a portion of my life that
was very important to me. She taught me so much
through her example. She has been an inspiration even
in this final step called death. I hope I can face my death
with as much courage and grace as she did.
It has been such an honor and a blessing to have known
Barbara Brannon.

Barbara was always a step ahead of me. She got an
internship that first year as a trainee. I was in awe that
she had actual clients. The rest of us were just
practicing on each other. Then, Barbara finished her
course work 6 months before I did. She took her written
licensing exam and passed it before I did. She was facing
her final oral exam in 2001 when she was diagnosed
with metastasized breast cancer that had spread to her
bones and the doctors thought initially to her liver. She
was very ill and we all assumed she would abandon her
goal of becoming a marriage and family therapist, but
no. She studied as she waged her desperate battle with
cancer. Not only that, but she passed the first time she
took that exam.

Judith Peletz, LMFT

That isn’t the end of the story. Barbara opened a private
practice in Sonoma. She volunteered countless hours at
Juvenile Hall where she taught art and led groups. She
also raised puppies for Canine Companions, became an
artist, started a blog and did a million other things
besides being a wife and mother. She truly was an
inspiration. Her strong will and her commitment and
determination were nothing short of amazing.
Somehow she fit in her appointments at the Infusion
Center at Kaiser for chemotherapy, but that seemed
almost incidental in her very full life.

Who can know what lies ahead?
All we can do is our very best
Each step of the way.

Barbara was the person who introduced me to e-mail.
That was at the time when I was afraid of computers.
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Local Businesses Supporting
Local Therapists

Where is your favorite place to go for relaxation? Do you
think this business owner might be willing to donate a prize
for our raffle? If so, contact Marie F. Piazza, MFT at (707)
570-3940 or by email at mfpmft@sonic.net. (Please note:
this is a new email address!)

October’s Prize Donor: Christine Tulis
Prize: Temple Music Healing Session
Value: $100

Marie F. Piazza, MFT is in private practice in Santa Rosa. She
publishes a free monthly e-newsletter called Moonburst!
Support for helping professionals through creativity,
spirituality and sexuality. You can access Moonburst! through
Marie’s website at www.mariefpiazza.com.

RECAMFT Recharge Raffle

The RECAMFT Recharge Raffle is designed to offer one of
our lucky members a way of restoring, rejuvenating and
revitalizing themselves. We seek local business owners to
donate prizes for our monthly drawing. The businesses
receive free advertising in our newsletter; our therapists
receive gifts designed for their ability to “recharge”. It’s a
win-win!

I am thrilled to introduce our RECAMFT members to the
work of Christine Tulis. Christine’s business is called
Sound Temple Music and Healing Arts. I know Christine
to be an extraordinary, intuitive and compassionate
healer. According to her website, she is also “a harpist,
singer, award-winning composer, and multi-modality
healing artist. Her music is inspired by a deep love of
the healing qualities of the harp and its archetypal role
as a link between heaven and earth. She is devoted to
creating musical experiences that open inner gateways
and support spiritual awakening.”

DENISE SAFONT, PROGRAMS CHAIR, INTRODUCING JOE PETZEL

November’s raffle winner will be receiving a free
healing session with Christine. While her business is
actually located in a lovely cottage in San Rafael, the
winner of this month’s prize can schedule his or her
appointment in Sebastopol! (However, experiencing
Christine’s healing is certainly worth a trip to San
Rafael!) I encourage you to learn more about Christine
and her healing work by visiting her website:
www.christinetulis.com. Be sure to listen to her
beautiful music!

Intern News
with Lee Rosenstein
Hi Interns!
A few quick reminders:
Study groups are in progress for both licensing exams.
The group for the first exam is being coordinated by
Priscilla Miles at priscilla.miles@sbcglobal.net
The
vignette study group is currently meeting in Petaluma.
Please
contact me
for more information.
Congratulations to support group members Wendy
Slayden and Erica Thomas for passing the vignette
exam. Soon to be more.

Last month’s prize winner was Mary Richey. She won
three free hypnotherapy sessions with Katy Redmon in
Petaluma. Congratulations!
The RECAMFT Recharge Raffle is designed to offer one of
our lucky members a way of restoring, rejuvenating and
revitalizing him/her self. We seek local business owners to
donate prizes for our monthly drawing. These businesses
receive free advertising in our newsletter; our therapists
receive gifts designed for their ability to “recharge”. It’s a
win-win!

Our intern support group continues to meet in Santa
Rosa every other Wed. evening from 6:30-8:00 pm. All
interns and trainees are welcome. Please contact me for
directions.
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Mentoring is available for interns with your RECAMFT
membership. Please see our website under intern
support a description of the program and a list of
mentors and their contact information, and email me if
you have any questions.

RECAMFT Programs
2013-2014

Regretfully, my two-year term as Intern Chair
will be ending in February. If you're interested in being
nominated for this position, or you know an MFT intern
who you would like to nominate, please contact me.

November 8, 2013
Mervin Maier, LMFT
Dyadic Developmental Psychology:
A Dan Hughes attachment & intersubjective model for working with families

Hope to see you all at the next RECAMFT meeting and
workshop on November 8th
...and by the sea.

December 13, 2013
Laura Strom, MS, LMFT, LPCC, CRC
Effective Trauma Treatment

Lee Rosenstein, Intern Chair
leeshomeworld@comcast.net
530-355-1156 and 707-634-4849

January 10, 2014
Kris Spangler, LMFT
Gender, Sex and Transitioning:
What we all need to know in order to
compassionately serve clients

ATTENTION INTERNS
We want to offer you more of a voice
in the newsletter by giving you a page
for your news. Included will be
Mentor Profiles each month, an
Intern Bulletin Board along with
Intern News and, of course,
acknowledging you as you pass your
exams. You are an important part of
this chapter and always welcome.

February 14, 2014
Molly Bloom, M.Ed., LMFT
Working with Couples and AD/HD
March 14, 2014
Jennifer Shannon, LMFT
How to Treat Social Anxiety Disorder:
Cognitive Interventions That Work

We know how busy you are, but if you
want to share something, please do.

April 11, 2014
John Amodeo, Ph.D, LMFT
Mindfulness and Spirituality in
Psychotherapy
May 9, 2014
Jennifer Ballard, LMFT
Play Therapy
June 13, 2014
Mary Crocker Cook, D.Min., LMFT, LAADC,
CADCII
Afraid to Let Go: For Parents of Adult
Addicts and Alcoholics

BEFORE MEETINGS WE INTRODUCE OURSELVES TO EACH OTHER
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Ads & Announcements

SAVE THE
DATE

Paula Siegel is pleased to be accepting adult client
referrals in her new Glen Ellen office location, Tuesdays
and Fridays. With over 14 years of private practice
experience, she specializes in researched based couples
therapy, life transitions throughout the life cycle and
mood disorders. She is also trained in EMDR (Eye
Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing) and
somatic oriented psychotherapy.

RECAMFT Presents

What Does The
Law Expect of Me:
Part IV

For more information go to:
www.PaulaSiegelmft@comcast.net or call 415.459.3290

David Jensen, JD
CAMFT Staff
Attorney

YOUR AD

January 17, 2014

IN THIS SPACE
WILL REACH OVER
250 RECAMFT
MEMBERS & 18
LOCAL AGENCIES.

Agatha Firth Center
in Windsor
9:00 – 4:00
6 CEUs

It will be posted
permanently on our
website in the
newsletter archives in
vibrant color.

This course meets the qualifications
for 6 hours of continuing education
credits for MFTs and/or LCSWs as
required by the California Board of
Behavioral Sciences.
CEU Provider #2322
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REDWOOD EMPIRE CHAPTER, CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION
OF MARRIAGE & FAMILY THERAPISTS
PO BOX 2443, SEBASTOPOL, CA 95473
The
Redwood
Empire

Therapist

Telephone/Fax: 707 575-0596
Email: therapy@recamft.org
Website: www.recamft.org
RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

RECAMFT HONORS PAST PRESIDENTS
Hal Forman
2012
Elaine Sohier Gayler
2011
Cynthia Halliday
2010
Susan Hartz
2009
Kate Maxwell
2008
Gail Van Buuren
2007
Diana Poulson
2005-2006
Joan Logan
2004
Judith Goleman
2003
Ange Stephens
2002
Christopher Doyle
2001
F. Michael Montgomery
2000
Julie Green
1999
Jan Lowry-Cole
1998
Rhaea Maurel
1997
Paula Hall
1996
Kitty Chelton
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NEWSLETTER COSTS & DEADLINES
Line ads and announcements:
Members - $5 per line
Non-members - $12 per line
Flyers inserted in newsletter - $100
Mailing labels - Members - $65
Non-members - $125
Display ads:
Full page - 9.75” x 7.5” = $200
Half page - 4.75” x 7.5” = $110
Quarter page - 4.5” x 3.5” = $60
Eighth page - 2” x 3.5” = $35
10% discount for 5 month ad Commitment
20% discount for 10 month ad commitment
Deadlines:
Articles (500 words max) - 15th of the month
Advertisements - 15th of the month
For more information call or email:
707 575-0596 or therapy@recamft.org
Or submit ad to website at www.recamft.org
NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMERS
The opinions and points of view in the articles
contained herein do not necessarily reflect that
of the Board of Directors of RECAMFT or of
CAMFT.
Authors’ contact information is
included. Submitted articles may be edited and
are published at our discretion depending on
space and relevance to our readers’ professional
interests.
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